**Virtual Stage Management: online production system**

Now available within Virtual Stage Management, many of the most popular shows from Music Theatre International already broken down by professional stage managers for you...with more shows added every week!

- Annie
- Disney’s Beauty and the Beast
- Damn Yankees
- The Fantasticks
- Fiddler on the Roof
- A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum
- The Full Monty
- Godspell
- Guys & Dolls
- Disney High School Musical
- Honk
- How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying
- Into the Woods
- Les Miserables School Edition
- Little Shop of Horrors
- Thoroughly Modern Millie
- Miss Saigon
- The Music Man
- Once On This Island
- The Pajama Game
- Pippin
- Seussical
- Urinetown
- West Side Story

Check MTI’s website at www.MTIShows.com for the most current list of available shows.

**Also available from Digital Theatre and Music Theatre International**

ShowTix4U provides a fully-automated ticketing process for performing arts groups that want to expand their event sales and offer new purchasing options to their audience members. In addition to being a powerful Box Office and online ticketing system, ShowTix4U.com works seamlessly with Virtual Stage Management by tracking the number of tickets sold by each artist in your production.

Save up to 10% while using ShowTix4U while producing an MTI show!

Visit and sign up for FREE at www.showtix4u.com

**Virtual Stage Management: online production system**

A powerful and simple stage management tool

Until now, stage managers, directors, and venues have had to rely on photocopied calendars and handwritten forms. Even the most technically advanced theatre groups depend on numerous different programs: word processors, databases, and spreadsheets to produce schedules and forms with unreliable results. Now you can benefit from Virtual Stage Management (VSM), a personal, interactive website that combines show management, artist accessibility and social networking in one powerful, simple, and user-friendly online application. Now, managers can supervise the action of a production while artists receive and interact with up-to-date information. Information is incredibly easy to update and access. You can store unlimited information on cast, crew, and staff to create a valuable resource. By eliminating a majority of the time spent producing paperwork, artistic staff members are free to manage more important aspects of the arts: good communication and leadership while supervising your production.

ShowTix4U.com allows for:

- Nearly limitless ways of filtering the information on your calendar allows you to see only the information that you want to see.
- Events are color-coded by location to easily keep track of where things are happening.
- Email and text message an individualized Daily Schedule to your entire company.
- Multiple calendar views and the ability to subscribe to your events calendar in your external software.
**Virtual Stage Management: online production system**

**Benefits**
- Individualized, professional, and consistent looking forms generated in standard Excel format.
- Extensive scheduling capabilities including automatic notification of artist and location conflicts while events are being created.
- Similar information is utilized in different ways depending on your productions needs.
- Virtual Stage Management incorporates cutting edge technology for notification of nearly every action on the site. Text messaging and emailing of daily schedules, artist updates, and all communication, calendar subscriptions, and online address cards provides managers with an effortless way to "stay in touch."
- No software to install...a complete online solution!

**Scheduling your shows couldn't be simpler.**

Your production's artistic staff can schedule your show in four simple steps:
1. You select what scenes or songs you want to rehearse.
2. You select "where" and "when" the rehearsal takes place.
3. Virtual Stage Management automatically checks for conflicts and schedules the event for everyone involved.
4. Your cast and crew are notified via text messaging, email, personal calendaring applications, or can log on to view their personal calendar of scheduled events.

**How VSM Works!**

Both Managers and Artists have access to the online system 24/7.

Virtual Stage Management is an innovative and creative show management system that has revolutionized communication among managers, the "who" manages what, and "how" managers.

"I was thrilled to find a stage management tool that exceeded my expectations..."  
R. Brett Palmer, Stage Manager

Virtual Stage Management assists you in catching conflicts with your locations and artists, keeping you informed about potential problems before they happen.

**Other features include:**
- Manage multiple shows simultaneously.
- Track scenes, characters, and casting to easily create schedules and reports.
- Access and edit events from any computer with a web browser and internet connection.
- Artists access their own section of the website called MyVSM, allowing them to update their profile, communications, and check schedules.
- Stores detailed artist and location profile information.
- With calendar filtering, cast members and crew can view their own events, or only their personal events, avoiding scheduling conflicts.
- Communicate messages, notes, and attachments within the system.
- Keep track of artists' birthdays.

*To start using this valuable resource, visit [www.stagemanagement.com](http://www.stagemanagement.com) or [www.mtishows.com](http://www.mtishows.com) or call 702-799-9977.*